3 BASIC OPERATION

3.1 Components of the operation panel

- [Image of operation panel]

4 PARAMETERS

5 LIST OF FAULT DISPLAYS

6 SPECIFICATIONS

6.1 Inverter rating

- Three-phase 400 V class

6.2 Inverter installation environment

- [Table of environmental specifications]

7 APPENDIX

7.1 Instructions for compliance with the EU Directives

- [Text on compliance with EU Directives]

7.2 Instructions for UL and cUL

- [Text on instructions for UL and cUL]

7.3 SERIAL number check

- [Text on checking the serial number]

7.4 Instructions for EAC

- [Text on instructions for EAC]

7.5 Restricted Use of Hazardous Substances in Electronic and Electrical Products

- [Text on restricted use of hazardous substances]

7.6 Referenced Standard (Requirement of Chinese standardized law)

- [Text on referenced standard]

7.7 Application of caution labels

- [Text on caution labels]

8 WARRANTY

- [Text on warranty]

Other relevant technical information is also provided in the document.